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1 Introduction 
The 2021–22 River Murray System Annual Operating Outlook (Operating Outlook) published in 

August 2021 provided the context and descriptions of potential operations for the River Murray 

System under extreme dry to very wet conditions. The Operating Outlook included a range of 

assumptions regarding system losses and demands that were considered the best available at the 

time the Operating Outlook was developed. 

In accordance with clause 10(3) of the Objectives and Outcomes for River Operations in the River 

Murray System, this Operating Outlook has been reviewed and assumptions refined where 

necessary. This document presents the results of this review and the future expected envelop of 

operations from the end of October 2021 for the remainder of 2021–22, hence this document is 

referred to as the End of October Update. Assumptions and storage levels have been updated using 

observed data as at end of October 2021, with conditions trending from end October to a range of 

conditions, from extreme dry to very wet. 

As this document is an update, much of the context and background on the modelling and scenario 

approach and governance framework contained in the original August 2021 Operating Outlook are 

still relevant. 

As per the August 2021 Operating Outlook, the scenarios in this updated outlook have been prepared 

by the Murray–Darling Basin Authority (MDBA) with input from the Australian Government and the 

states of New South Wales, Victoria, and South Australia through MDBA's Water Liaison Working 

Group (WLWG). This Operating Outlook may be updated again later this water year if observed 

conditions deviate significantly from the underlying assumptions. The states will also receive regular 

updates on operations planning through the WLWG as the season progresses. 

2 Recent Conditions 
The first 5 months of 2021–22 water year has been dominated by storage management under wetter 

than average rainfall conditions (Figure 1). The period has also seen a rapid improvement in water 

availability and several pulses of high natural flow into the system. These flows have been 

complemented with targeted delivery of water for the environment to provide ecologically beneficial 

flow conditions for the riverine environment and key environmental assets. 

Rainfall across the southern Murray–Darling Basin has been mostly average to above average 

throughout the June-October period, apart from August when conditions were somewhat drier 

across most of the southern Basin. Importantly, rainfall over the upper Murray and key tributary 

catchments has been mostly above average and resulted in responsive streamflow conditions and 

several periods of above-average system inflow (Figure 2). 

Sustained tributary inflows downstream of Hume Dam, particularly from the Ovens, Kiewa, and 

Murrumbidgee rivers, meant Lake Victoria was assured of filling and resulted in system-wide 

unregulated flows commencing from late July. Following a wet June, rain, and snowfall over upper 

https://www.mdba.gov.au/publications/mdba-reports/river-murray-system-annual-operating-plan
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Murray catchments during late July was persistent and resulted in high inflows to Hume Dam that 

increased the storage from around 65% to almost 90% capacity within a few weeks. Airspace 

management releases to help balance flood risks with storage filling requirements commenced on 

6 August. 

Reduced rainfall and receding inflows during August resulted in Hume Dam releases transitioning 

from spill to releases to meet orders for water for the environment that delivered downstream 

environmental flow targets as tributaries receded. These releases also continued to help maintain 

flood mitigating storage airspace in Hume Dam as the season progressed. However, the 

Murrumbidgee catchment remained wet, and inflows from the Murrumbidgee continued to 

increase. This extended the period of unregulated flow in the mid-lower reaches of the River Murray.  

 

Figure 1 Monthly rainfall deciles in the Murray–Darling Basin for June to October 2021. (Source: adapted from Bureau of 
Meteorology). 

Widespread wet conditions returned in September. A significant rainfall event in early September 

required Hume Dam airspace management releases to recommence to manage high inflows from the 

upper Murray catchments. Storage inflows reached a peak of 75,000 ML/day on 7 September, whilst 

the storage release peaked at 31,000 ML/day. As inflows continued, airspace management releases 

were required until late October when drier conditions resulted in increased demands for 

consumptive water use and water for the environment.  

Overall, monthly inflows to date have tracked a pattern generally aligning with the long-term average 

during this seasonally high inflow period (Figure 3). 
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Figure 2 Murray system daily inflows (excluding Snowy Hydro, Darling River, inter-valley trade (IVT) and environmental 
inflows) for the 2021–22 water year to end October compared to long-term average inflows and the previous water year. 

 

 

Figure 3 Murray system monthly inflows (excluding Snowy Hydro, Darling River, inter-valley trade (IVT) and environmental 
inflows) for the 2021–22 water year to end October compared to long-term average inflows and the previous water year. 

Wetter than average conditions were also observed across the northern Basin during the first 5 

months of the 2021–22 water year. Significant inflows into the Menindee Lakes were observed 

between July and September and modest inflows continue to reach the lakes as of early November. 

The Menindee Lakes storage reached full supply in September, and then continued rising into 

surcharge capacity, triggering a storage spill. WaterNSW is responsible for the management of the 
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Menindee Lakes storage levels and releases during high flow events. As of early November, 

WaterNSW continues to manage the storage airspace below the maximum induced surcharge level 

(MISL) by releasing at modest rates into the lower Darling River and the Great Darling Anabranch. 

Additional rain and inflows across the northern Basin tributaries during early November means that 

an increase to Menindee Lakes airspace releases during the 2021–22 summer appear very likely.  

River Murray System inflows (excluding Darling River and Snowy inflows, environmental inflows from 

tributaries and inter-valley trade (IVT)) in the first 5 months of the 2021–22 water year were 

approximately 6,407 GL (38% Annual Exceedance Probability or AEP) compared with 3,740 GL 

(67% AEP) for the same period last year and the long-term median of 5,135 GL (Table 1).  

Table 1: Monthly inflows (GL) to the River Murray System and annual exceedance probabilities (AEP), June to October 2021. 

Month Hume 
unregulated 
inflow 

Ovens River 
inflow 

Murray system 
inflow* 

Menindee Lakes 
inflow 

June 203 GL (28% AEP) 98 GL (39% AEP) 503 GL (47% AEP) 80 GL (22% AEP) 

July 596 GL (13% AEP) 412 GL (17% AEP) 1,586 GL (27% 
AEP) 

104 GL (26% AEP)  

August 413 GL (42% AEP) 288 GL (46% AEP) 1,352 GL (45% 
AEP) 

398 GL (10% AEP)  

September 574 GL (22% AEP) 298 GL (39% AEP) 1,637 GL (38% 
AEP) 

512 GL (9% AEP) 

October 453 GL (30% AEP) 211 GL (38% AEP) 1,320 GL (34% 
AEP) 

142 GL (18% AEP) 

Total 2,239 GL (26% 
AEP) 

1,307 GL (37% 
AEP) 

6,407 GL (38% 
AEP) 

1,236 GL (14% 
AEP) 

*excluding Snowy Hydro inflows, environmental inflows from tributaries, Darling River inflows and inter-valley trade (IVT). 

Note: annual exceedance probability (AEP) identifies the percentage of years over the period of record (125 years) that 

exceed the inflows recorded in the current period. I.e. inflows of 25% AEP indicates that 25% of years over the last 126 

years recorded inflows were higher than inflows in the current period. 

MDBA active storage as of 31 October 2021 was 8,015 GL (86% capacity). This is approximately 

2,800 GL more than for the same time last year and around 1,200 GL more than the long-term 

average for this time of year (Figure 4).  
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Figure 4 MDBA active storage for the period 1 June 2000 to 31 of October 2021. Note the significant increase during winter-
spring 2021. 

Minimum temperatures were average to below average for most of the Murray–Darling Basin over 

the 3 months from August to October 2021, whilst maximum temperatures were average to above 

average (Figure 5).  

 

Figure 5 Minumum and maximum temperature deciles across Australia for the 3 months August to October 2021. (Source: 
Bureau of Meteorology) 

The Bureau of Meteorology’s (BoM) latest climate outlook (issued on 11 November) suggests 

conditions in the Murray–Darling Basin during the 2021–22 summer are likely to be wetter than 

median and that temperatures will be average to warmer than average in the irrigation areas along 

the Murray. The main climate driver is the continued cooling in the tropical Pacific Ocean with 

climate models predicting sustained La Niña conditions over summer. As of November, models 

suggest the event is most likely to peak in January and then decay into autumn 2022. 

http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/outlooks/#/rainfall/summary
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La Niña conditions in the tropical Pacific Ocean can also increase the likelihood of tropical cyclones 

and tropical lows affecting northern Australia. The impacts from these can extend further south, 

increasing the chance of rainfall in the northern Basin and possibly continuing inflows to Menindee 

Lakes over summer and early autumn. The BoM advise there is a 66% (slightly above average) chance 

that more than the average number of cyclones may impact eastern Australia in 2021–22. 

Rainfall observed during the early part of November continues to be significant across many parts of 

the Basin. This rain is expected to result in a continuation or increase to flows along rivers in parts of 

the northern and southern Basin with the BoM advising of an on-going elevated risk of riverine 

flooding along Basin river systems heading into summer. 

3 Update on operations 
River Murray System inflows have tracked between the wet and near-average scenarios during the 

first 5 months of 2021–22 water year (see Table 1) and unregulated flows have occurred across the 

system for much of this period, including in the lower Darling system during spring. While climate 

indicators suggested wetter than average rainfall conditions will continue, drier and warmer weather 

in October saw inflows recede and demands increase. This reduced the spatial extent of unregulated 

flows along the Murray and indicated a potential end to unregulated flows during November. 

However, as of early November, renewed rainfall has re-extended unregulated conditions along the 

river and are expected to persist into December. 

3.1 Dartmouth and Hume Reservoirs 
Operations at Dartmouth Dam has focused on storing water, whilst Hume Dam operations have 

focussed on airspace management since mid-July. Flood operations at Hume, or airspace 

management releases for the purpose of managing flood risks ahead of storage filling, have taken 

place for extended periods between early August and late October. Flood operations are likely to 

recommence at Hume Dam in November and/or December if conditions remain wet but are not 

expected to occur at Dartmouth Dam in 2021–22.  

Dartmouth Reservoir commenced the 2021–22 MDBA water year on 1 June at 2,471 GL 

(64% capacity). As of 31 October 2021, the volume in Dartmouth had increased to 3,182 GL 

(82% capacity), which is 862 GL more than the storage volume one year ago. 

In the 5 months from June to October 2021, Dartmouth inflows totalled 748 GL (28% AEP). This 

compares with 432 GL (63% AEP) for the same period in 2020. Releases from Dartmouth Dam have 

totalled around 57 GL to meet minimum flow requirements and for power generation using AGL 

entitlement. This is similar to the same period in 2020 as bulk transfers from Dartmouth to Hume 

have not been required to supplement inflow into Hume Dam since 2019. Bulk transfers are not 

expected during 2021–22 as Hume Dam has filled and the BoM’s outlook indicates a wetter than 

average summer is likely to occur. However, under some drier scenarios, there is the chance that 

harmony transfers may be required from Dartmouth to Hume Reservoir, depending on where the 

storage levels in both dams track in coming months. Harmony transfers can be made in some 

seasons to help balance spill risks between the 2 storages – particularly when Dartmouth storage is 

http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/cyclones/australia/
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very high, and Hume has been drawn down. While Harmony transfers are possible in 2021–22, they 

have not been assumed in this Operating Outlook update.  

Hume Reservoir began the MDBA water year on 1 June at 1,374 GL (46% capacity) and was storing 

2,920 GL (97% capacity) on 31 October. Total inflows from June to October 2021 were around 

2,629 GL (compared with 1,875 GL for the same period in 2020). Of this inflow, around 2,240 GL (26% 

AEP) was from the unregulated catchment, with the remaining inflow comprising a small volume of 

Dartmouth releases and releases from the Snowy Hydro-electric Scheme. 

A release of water for the environment was made in June to meet downstream winter baseflow 

levels. By mid-June downstream flow from the Ovens and Kiewa increased and Hume releases were 

decreased to the minimum rate. Inflows in July increased Hume storage quickly and this triggered the 

commencement of airspace management releases from 6 August, meaning Hume Dam was 

effectively spilling. Initially, ~19 GL was released for the purpose of airspace management.  

As inflows receded in August, Hume releases were superseded by the delivery of water for the 

environment aimed at meeting a higher flow target downstream in the Barmah–Millewa forest. 

Water for the environment continued to be released until early September when wet conditions 

returned and high flows upstream of the Hume required airspace management to recommence to 

manage downstream flood risk. Moderate flooding upstream of Hume Dam developed quickly during 

the first week of September and resulted in peak inflows of around 75,000 ML/day. However, careful 

management and use of airspace leading into the event meant peak releases reached only 

31,000 ML/day, with the river level downstream at Albury remaining below the minor flood level. 

Airspace management continued during September and October.  

As rainfall eased in late October, Hume Dam transitioned from flood operations to demand-driven 

conditions, with releases being made to meet orders for water for the environment in addition to 

early season consumptive demands. This resulted in the storage level reducing slowly, whilst 

reasonable inflows continued from upstream. In total around 1,260 GL was released from Hume Dam 

between June and October 2021, with around 960 GL of spill. 

Under previous operating arrangements to manage the end of a flood event, the MDBA aimed to fill 

Hume Dam to at least 99% capacity at the end of the event. This typically causes an unnatural rapid 

drop in the river level downstream of Hume Dam. This year state resource managers agreed to trial a 

new arrangement that enables water for the environment to be delivered to prevent the unnatural 

rapid drop, protect against bank erosion, and benefit ecosystem functions, like native fish breeding. 

Rather than filling Hume Reservoir to 99% capacity, releases may be made to deliver water for the 

environment prior to the reservoir filling at the end of an event, within existing regulated limits. The 

volume used is debited against water for the environment accounts. This ensures there is no impact 

to the overall water resource and other entitlement holders, while optimising environmental 

outcomes. The approach also maintains additional airspace to provide better flood protection if 

further flooding takes place, and to capture any subsequent inflows that would further increase 

overall water resources. 

As of early November, the Hume storage level remains relatively high (~97% capacity). Given the 

current BoM climate outlook for a higher than median probability of wet conditions in the coming 
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three-month period, the MDBA will continue to work closely with the BoM to assess future rain and 

likely streamflow responses and actively manage Hume Dam airspace.  

Looking forward, the Hume Dam storage level across the remainder of 2021–22 is likely to remain 

relatively high compared to the storage levels observed over the last 2 years, although a return to 

persistent drier than average conditions could see it drawn down to a volume below 50% capacity. 

3.2 Menindee Lakes 
The Menindee Lakes is owned by NSW and operated by WaterNSW under the MDB Agreement. The 

MDB Agreement sets out rules for the shared resources in Menindee Lakes. The MDBA has access to 

water stored in Menindee Lakes when volumes are above 640 GL until they fall below 480 GL. Water 

is accessed by the MDBA on behalf of joint governments and is used to support entitlements in the 

River Murray when required. Outside of the requirement to release water to meet River Murray 

demands, WaterNSW manages the releases, including to supply lower Darling River minimum flows 

and demands and during flood operations.  

Menindee Lakes began the MDBA water year at 1,061 GL (61% capacity). As of 31 October 2021, the 

total volume had increased to 1,933 GL (112% capacity), well above the storage volume at the same 

time last year (450 GL, 26% capacity). As of early November, the Menindee Lakes were storing water 

above the nominal Full Supply Level (FSL) of 1,730 GL and the storage was being managed by 

WaterNSW to remain below the Maximum Induced Surcharge Level (MISL) of 2,050 GL. Airspace 

management releases for this purpose began late in September and were continuing as of 

31 October.  

The healthy winter-spring inflows to the Menindee Lakes continued between June and October 2021 

due to wet conditions in the northern Basin. Approximately 1,292 GL was recorded flowing past 

Wilcannia, compared with 65 GL recorded for the same period in 2020.  

Releases from Menindee Lakes into the Barka/lower Darling (measured at Weir 32) have totalled 

around 189 GL, and included: 

• water released from Menindee Lakes to help meet Murray system requirements receding 

from a peak of around 4,000 ML/day in the first half of June; 

• water for the environment released from mid-June to maintain the flow at Weir 32 at 

around 500 ML/day for the benefit of native fish in the Barka/lower Darling River; 

• water released as ‘spill’ from Weir 32 to manage the storage level below MISL from 

29 September continuing into November, at rates between 1,000 – 3,000 ML/day 

WaterNSW commenced additional releases from the Menindee Lakes into the Great Darling 

Anabranch (the Anabranch) from late September as part of airspace management. Approximately 

41 GL has been released for this purpose via the Cawndilla outlet regulator. This is the first release of 

water via the Anabranch since 2017. Flows are expected to reach the River Murray in late November 

or early December. Releases to the Anabranch are expected to continue throughout spring and 

summer, with environmental water holders (EWH) planning to utilise entitlements to maintain 

releases following the conclusion of airspace management releases.  
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A key operating rule for managing the combined Menindee Lakes storages is to return the storage 

level from surcharge to normal FSL by 1 January. This rule aims to increase flood protection against 

large inflow events that may occur over summer due to wet season rainfall. Inflows into Menindee 

Lakes are expected to continue into December based on substantial increase to flows several 

northern Basin tributaries during November. In addition, wetter conditions continue to be forecast 

by the BoM across the northern Basin. If further significant rain eventuates over summer, Menindee 

Lakes inflows would be likely to increase further. This would result in large volumes of additional spill 

into the Barka/lower Darling River and on to the Murray and an extended period of airspace 

management.  

For more information on airspace management releases from Menindee Lakes please refer to 

WaterNSW Lower Darling operational updates. 

Over the coming months, the MDBA will continue to revise forecasts and operational plans that 

identify/outline the volume and timing of operational water to be released from Menindee Lakes to 

support all water users along the River Murray System once unregulated flows cease. This process 

will be on-going and will follow the practices agreed by the New South Wales, Victorian, South 

Australian and Commonwealth governments and are outlined in the  Murray–Darling Basin 

Agreement and the Objectives and Outcomes for River Operations in the River Murray System. These 

practices require State and Commonwealth agencies to provide ongoing advice on release decisions, 

and in particular, any implications to water security, delivery efficiency, the community and 

environmental outcomes. 

Under all scenarios, WaterNSW plans to release a pulse from Menindee Lakes in December to bring 

the storage volume back to FSL, the timing and magnitude will depend on the expected inflows into 

the lakes following rainfall across northern Basin catchments in November.  

The timing of MDBA transfers from Menindee Lakes will depend on the end of unregulated flows in 

the River Murray along with the conclusion of spill from Menindee Lakes. Under the wetter 

scenarios, relatively small transfer volumes are expected. In the drier scenarios, releases from 

Menindee Lakes for the purpose of supplying downstream River Murray demands may start in 

January 2022. The peak magnitude and volume of releases from the lakes will be informed by 

operational planning and Water Liaison Working Group and reviewed on an ongoing basis.  

3.3 Lake Victoria 
Lake Victoria commenced the 2021–22 water year storing 219 GL (32% capacity). Similar to 2020, 

sustained high inflows from tributaries downstream of Hume Dam across winter and spring 2021 

resulted in the active management of the Lake Victoria storage level and a period of unregulated 

flows beginning in July that has significantly boosted flows to South Australia.  

Lake Victoria was raised to the minimum reserve target level of 350 GL by mid-June as transfers were 

captured from upstream. Through July to August, the water level in the lake continued to increase 

steadily as unregulated inflows from upstream tributaries were captured and stored. By mid-July, 

inflows through the Lake Victoria inlet reached capacity, which resulted in the commencement of a 

period of unregulated flows to South Australia (see section: Access to Unregulated Flows).  

https://waterinsights.waternsw.com.au/12104-lower-darling-regulated-river/updates
https://www.mdba.gov.au/publications/mdba-reports/objectives-outcomes-river-operations-river-murray-system
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By early August, upstream flows were assessed to be sufficient to enable a delay in storage filling 

with the storage level then actively managed in accordance with the Lake Victoria Operating Strategy 

(LVOS). By early September, upstream flows had increased to such an extent that the storage began 

to be actively lowered to help reduce the extent and duration of embankment inundation in 

accordance with LVOS requirements. Forecasts enabled the storage to be lowered to 57 cm below 

FSL by mid-October. As tributaries receded through October, operations shifted again with the need 

to raise the level slowly towards FSL to ensure filling if drier conditions continued. By 31 October, 

Lake Victoria was storing 656 GL (97% capacity). However, with the renewed prospect of further rain 

and inflow during November and a higher likelihood for a wet 2021–22 summer, it remains likely that 

the final filling of Lake Victoria will be further delayed, with the potential for unregulated flows to 

continue into summer.  

Under all scenarios, EWHs are planning to order a directed release from Lake Victoria during 

unregulated flow conditions to improve flow rates to South Australia as unregulated flows recede to 

Entitlement rates. This action is described in Specific Objective and Outcome 9.4 of the Objectives 

and Outcomes for River Operations in the River Murray System. If this action proceeds, additional 

water will be released from Lake Victoria prior to it reaching the effective full supply level (99% 

capacity), with the additional release accounted as use by EWHs.  

The Lake Victoria end of season minimum reserve target storage level of 350 GL is planned to be met 

under all scenarios presented in this Operating Outlook by the end of May 2022.  

3.4 Environmental water 
As foreshadowed in the Operating Outlook published in July, under wet conditions environmental 

water holders (EWHs) would be limited in their ability to utilise entitlements, as natural flow rates 

would remain well above the rates normally targeted by EWHs. With significant tributary inflows and 

airspace management releases from Hume Dam during winter/spring 2021, large and prolonged 

overbank flows and lower floodplain inundation has taken place naturally along the system.  

Whilst this has reduced the capacity and opportunity for releases of water for the environment to 

occur, the natural flows have been highly supportive of significant ecologically beneficial outcomes. 

For example, extensive and prolonged overbank flows reached areas of the Barmah–Millewa Forest 

and the Werai Forest that had not received water since previous floods in 2016. High River Murray 

flows across the SA border initiated a managed floodplain event in the Chowilla, Pike and Katarapko 

floodplains, and have supported continued releases through the Barrages that benefitted the Lower 

Lakes, the Coorong and the Murray Mouth. 

Despite the high flows, EWHs have found opportunities to use water for the environment along the 

River Murray system and its tributary systems this year in a way that ‘fills gaps’ and builds on natural 

flows through the system. Notable environmental water deliveries include:  

• ‘Within channel’ watering of the Barmah–Millewa Forest in June to provide water into crucial 

wetlands and creek refuges in Barmah–Millewa Forest prior to higher natural flows 

beginning.  

https://www.mdba.gov.au/publications/mdba-reports/objectives-outcomes-river-operations-river-murray-system
https://www.mdba.gov.au/publications/mdba-reports/objectives-outcomes-river-operations-river-murray-system
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• Directed releases from Hume Dam in August and late-October to target flow rates up to 

around 15,000 ML/day downstream Yarrawonga Weir (the permissible ‘above channel’ rate 

when Barmah–Millewa forest inundation is desirable) before and after flood operations. 

• Barmah–Millewa Environmental Water Allocation (EWA) was used as part of this 

action. EWA can be re-regulated downstream of the Barmah–Millewa Forest or 

contribute to unregulated system conditions.  

• Entitlement water was released from Goulburn system storages to the Broken Creek, 

Campaspe River, Goulburn River and Loddon River to provide elevated base flows and 

winter/spring pulses that provided ecological benefit within these streams and re-use further 

downstream along the River Murray.  

• Elevated winter and spring baseflows were provided to the lower Darling River to benefit 

Murray Cod nesting habitat (until spill commenced from Menindee Lakes in September). 

• Water for the environment also provided managed inundations of parts of the Gunbower 

Creek and Forest, Hattah lakes and the Lindsay-Mulcra-Wallpolla floodplains.  

Around 283 GL water for the environment delivered from upstream was returned to South Australia 

between June and October 2021, in addition to a significant volume of unregulated flow to South 

Australia (Figure 6).  

 

Figure 6 Environmental watering activities during winter-were limited due to higher natural inflows. Environmental water 
released from Hume Reservoir and the lower Darling combined with environmental inflow from the Goulburn system. After 
usage on route (e.g. Barmah–Millewa Forest) is subtracted, and appropriate flow travel times applied, the remaining flow is 
delivered to South Australia (green shading). 

For the remainder of 2021–22, additional watering actions are planned at Hume Dam, Menindee 

Lakes and Lake Victoria with further environmental deliveries to South Australia expected during 

summer and autumn. 
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3.5 Access to Unregulated Flows 
Unregulated flows occur in the River Murray when water cannot be captured in Lake Victoria and is, 

or will be, in excess of the required flow to South Australia. The MDBA determines if unregulated 

flows are forecast to occur based on a conservative assessment of upstream flows, expected losses 

and likely use. Once forecast, the MDBA will ‘declare’ that a period of unregulated flows has begun 

and advise states of the expected duration and reaches affected.  

Once declared, the upper states are permitted to provide access to unregulated (or ‘excess’) flows 

for certain entitlement holders and to improve environmental outcomes using a hierarchy of access 

rights. For example, NSW can provide access to water for ‘supplementary’ water licence holders who 

can then access additional water that is not debited from their normal entitlement whilst 

unregulated flows continue in their part of the system.  

Unregulated flows commenced on the River Murray in mid-July 2021 along reaches downstream of 

the Murrumbidgee junction due initially to flow through the Lake Victoria inlet regulator reaching 

capacity as the storage was being filled. With further rain and increasing tributary inflows, 

unregulated flows were soon extended along all River Murray reaches to Hume Dam (excluding the 

lower Darling River). From mid-August, drier conditions resulted in unregulated flows ceasing along 

reaches upstream of Torrumbarry Weir. However, continuing high inflows from the Murrumbidgee 

River throughout winter and spring extended the period of unregulated flow in the mid-lower River 

Murray reaches.  

Renewed rainfall and airspace management releases from Hume Dam in early September resulted in 

unregulated flows extending upstream to Hume Dam once again. By the end of September, airspace 

management releases from Menindee Lakes resulted in unregulated flows also extending into the 

lower Darling River.  

By 31 October 2021, access to unregulated flows had ceased in the upper-mid River Murray reaches 

but were continuing in the mid-lower reaches, including the lower Darling River driven by continuing 

high inflows from the Murrumbidgee River and continuing spill from the Menindee Lakes.  

Looking ahead, in the ‘moderate’ and wetter scenarios prepared for this update to the Outlook, 

forecasts suggest that unregulated flows could continue across the remainder of the 2021–22 water 

year. In the drier cases, unregulated flows are likely to conclude by late November or December. 

However, given the BoM’s continuing outlook for wetter than average conditions during summer 

2021–22, there is a high chance that the period of unregulated flows will continue into December 

and possibly beyond, particularly if further spills occur from Hume Dam and/or the Menindee Lakes. 

3.6 State allocations 
Wet conditions in 2021 have resulted in a rapid improvement in storage levels, overall water 

availability and state allocations. By 1 November all the major entitlement categories (excluding 

https://www.mdba.gov.au/water-management/allocations-states-mdba/unregulated-flows-river-murray
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Victorian ‘low reliability’1) for the Murray, Murrumbidgee and Goulburn valleys had attained full 

allocation across all 3 states (Table 2).  

Table 2: Southern Basin system State water allocations as at 1 November 2021 

State allocations as of 1 November 2021: 

NSW  Murray Valley  High Security  100 % 

General security  110 % 

Murrumbidgee Valley  High Security  100 % 

General security  100 % 

Lower Darling  High Security  100 % 

General security  100 % 

Victoria Murray Valley High reliability  100 % 

Low reliability  0 % 

Goulburn Valley High reliability  100 % 

Low reliability  0 % 

South Australia Murray Valley High security 100 % 

 

3.7 Consumptive Demands 
River Murray System consumptive diversions from 1 June to 31 October 2021 for NSW and Victoria 

have totalled approximately 665 GL (379 GL in NSW compared with 328 GL for the same period in 

2020; and 286 GL in Victoria, compared to 247 GL in 2020).  

The higher diversions this year reflect improved water availability and rapid early season increases to 

allocations along with access to significant volumes of ‘carryover’ water in both NSW and Victoria. 

Access to ‘supplementary’ water licences during the period of unregulated flows has also helped to 

boost early season consumptive demands in NSW, although the magnitude of demands in particular 

irrigation areas such as the NSW Murray Irrigation Limited (MIL) irrigation area has also fluctuated in 

response to localised rainfall.  

For the remainder of 2021–22, the significant improvement in water availability means that 

consumptive demands are anticipated to be high in all scenarios. This will particularly be the case if 

climatic conditions are warm and dry over the summer and autumn peak demand period. However, if 

 

1 Victorian low reliability entitlements only receive allocations under very high water availability conditions. 
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wet and/or cool conditions prevail over major irrigation areas, periods of supressed demand could 

decrease overall water use across the system. The BoM climate outlook indicates warmer than 

average summer conditions are more likely across the lower Murray, but also the potential for 

higher-than-average rainfall, meaning actual patterns of irrigation use are likely to fluctuate as the 

season progresses. 

For the remainder of 2021–22, total NSW diversions are assumed to range between 1,080 GL in the 

‘very wet’ scenario and 1,430 GL in the ‘moderate’ scenario. In Victoria, total demands range 

between 750 GL in the ‘very wet’ scenario and 980 GL in the ‘dry’ scenario.  

3.8 River Murray losses 
River losses refer to the volumes of water used by the river through natural processes. These include: 

• Seepage into ground water aquifers. 

• Evapo-transpiration from vegetation along the riverbank. 

• Evaporation from the water surface as water flows through the system. 

• Out of channel flows into wetlands and the adjacent flood plain. 

It also includes any ‘unaccounted difference’ between the upstream and downstream gauges such as 

would occur due to river flow rating inaccuracies. 

River losses are highly variable from year to year and across months as climate and flow conditions 

change. As such, they are inherently difficult to forecast. 

To ensure the River Murray remains flowing throughout the year as well as to ensure the delivery of 

state water entitlements, a volume for river losses is budgeted for within the total water resources 

available within the system. This budgeting (along with budgeting for storage evaporation and other 

reserves that must be provided for) occurs as part of the annual operations planning process as well 

as within the fortnightly water resource assessments. 

The river losses associated with delivering entitlement water on behalf of EWH’s water along the 

River Murray to South Australia are not included in the River Murray loss budget, rather these are 

assigned as a ‘use’ and are debited from an EWH account.  

River Murray losses observed during the June to October period have been relatively high. However, 

this is to be expected during years like 2021, with elevated tributary and River Murray flows, 

significant floodplain inundation and storages spills. Whilst unregulated flows are continuing, it is not 

possible to provide an accurate measure of the actual losses throughout the system as losses will be 

significantly influenced by conditions as water drains from floodplains back in the main river channel 

once the river recedes back to lower regulated levels. The high losses observed so far this year are a 

normal, natural occurrence during wetter years and overall water resources are more than offset by 

the significant inflows observed and the filling of most major storages. A full assessment of river 

losses will be undertaken and reported on by the MDBA at the conclusion of the 2021–22 water year. 

For the remainder of 2021–22, the River Murray loss budget for Hume Dam to the South Australian 

border varies across the updated scenarios to reflect the conditions that are assumed in each. 
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However, it is important to note that the actual conditions that occur during the remainder of the 

2021–22 water year will not follow a particular scenario and losses will continue to vary in response 

to the hydrological and climatic conditions that prevail.  

3.9 Water Trade 

 Use of Inter-Valley Trade (IVT) accounts 
No IVT water was called from the Murrumbidgee or Goulburn valleys from 1 June to 31 October due 

to high unregulated flows in the River Murray system. As unregulated flows have continued into 

November, any call on IVT will be delayed until regulated River Murray system conditions return. 

3.9.1.1 Goulburn IVT delivery across the remainder of 2021–22 
An IVT balance of approximately 80 GL was available to the Murray held in the Goulburn valley 

storages on 1 June 2021, with trade from the Goulburn to the Murray open. By 31 October 2021 the 

IVT balance increased to 144 GL.  

On 1 July 2021, Victoria introduced new interim Goulburn to Murray trade rules with the new 

operating rules as part of the Victorian Government’s Goulburn to Murray Trade Review. The new 

trade rule replaces the year-round rolling limit of 200 GL with a two-part trade rule that involves: 

• From 1 July, trade will be possible whenever the balance of the Goulburn inter-valley trade 

account is lower than the new limit of 190 GL; and 

• On 15 December, net trade will be capped to enable the inter-valley trade account balance 

to be reduced as IVT is delivered to the River Murray across the remaining year. 

Accompanying the new trade rules are interim oprating rules for 2021–22 that limit deliveries in the 

lower Goulburn River to average baseflows of 1,100 ML/day between November and April with 3 

short freshes of up to 3,000 ML/day (or 6,000 ML/day if feasible) between December and April in 

order to minimise the damage to riparian vegetation along the lower Goulburn River.  

The interim 2021–22 Operating Plan (the Plan) is available on the Victorian Water Register website.  

The Plan for the delivery of Goulburn IVT has been developed by Victoria in consultation with the 

MDBA. The Plan sets out how Goulburn IVT may be delivered over the course of the year to ensure 

traded water can be delivered within the interim operating rule without unacceptable impacts on 

Murray entitlements. The Plan sets out a default pattern for monthly deliveries from the Goulburn 

IVT account (Table 3) (which is based on an average pattern of Murray water use and full uptake of 

trade opportunity) and triggers for varying from the default in response to seasonal conditions such 

as flooding, non-average water use patterns, water quality risks, environmental outcomes and only 

partial uptake of trade opportunity. Additional triggers are included in the Plan for deferring IVT 

delivery when the risk of Lake Victoria spilling is high and traded demands can be met by high flows 

in the Murray.  

Default deliveries from the Goulburn IVT Account in September and October were reduced to zero 

on all except 4 days due to the flooding flow trigger in the Goulburn and Murray rivers being met. 

https://www.waterregister.vic.gov.au/images/documents/Operating-Plan-for-Goulburn-IVT-2021_22_public.pdf
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The volume that could have been delivered during those 4 days was differed, creating an additional 

1.87 GL trade opportunity.  

There is expected to be up to near 240 GL of water in the Goulburn IVT Account available for delivery 

during 2021–22. This volume could be reduced if there is net trade back into the Goulburn as has 

been observed in recent years. 

Table 3: Default monthly deliveries from interim operating plan for delivery of water from the Goulburn IVT account, only 
shown are the monthy volumes from November to the end of the 2021–22 water year. 

 Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May 

Default delivery 
volume (GL) 

28 47 38 39 47 25 5 

Under the drier scenarios, volumes up to the default delivery volume may be used to assist in 

meeting River Murray demands in summer. In wetter scenarios, limited volumes of Goulburn IVT 

may be called on if there is no risk of spill in Lake Victoria.  

Looking forward, in accordance with the operating plan, the default delivery volumes may continue 

to be reduced if the triggers to do so are met. As unregulated flows in the River Murray system 

continue, no Goulburn IVT will be called on for delivery under all scenarios. As such, deliveries of 

water from the Goulburn IVT Account are likely to be deferred in November and early December.  

3.9.1.2 Murrumbidgee IVT delivery across the remainder of 
2021–22 

By early July, net trade between the Murrumbidgee and Murray valleys had resulted in a trade 

balance of 99 GL, with trade closed from Murrumbidgee to Murray valley. As At 31 October 2021, the 

IVT account remained at 99 GL. 

On 1 November, WaterNSW annouced that on 15 November 2021, the NSW Murrumbidgee IVT 

account balance will be emptied and trade out of the Murrumbidgee Valley will open. Spilling the 

Murrumdbigee IVT account assisted to under-pin an increase to full Murrumbidgee allocations. 

Despite this, as trade opened 15 November, the available volume was taken up and the trade out of 

the Murrumbidgee Valley to the Murray closed with a renewed IVT balance of 99.9 GL. 

The total availability of Murrumdbigee IVT to call on during the remainder of 2021–22 will rely on the 

delivery of and subsequent additional trade out of the Murrumbidgee to the Murray. Assumed use of 

Murrumbidgee IVT is described in Table 4 below.  

Table 4: Forecast Murrumbidegee IVT deliveries (GL per month) based on the End of October update to the Operating 
Outlook. 

 Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May 

Drier Scenarios 0 0 0-20 20-50 20-50 10-30 0 

Wetter Scenarios 0 0 0 0-20 0-50 0 0 
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 Barmah Choke trade 
Default arrangements do not permit the net trade of allocations from above the Barmah Choke to 

downstream to protect the delivery of downstream water entitlements. If trade were to be 

permitted, it could increase total seasonal demand. This would increase the risk to delivery of water 

to all other entitlement holders downstream of the Choke. Trade downstream of the Choke may 

therefore only occur when there has been sufficient matching trade in the opposite direction i.e., no 

net trade downstream. 

Under the Permissible Transfers between Trading Zones Protocol 2010 agreed to by Basin 

governments, the MDBA may, in exceptional circumstances, relax the default Barmah Choke trade 

restriction. No exceptional circumstances have been identified in the scenarios presenting in this 

document that would result in the restriction on trade being relaxed during the remainder of the 

current water year. 

Further information on the trade rule and the latest information on the current capacity to trade 

across the Choke can be found on the MDBA website. 

3.10 Update on system transfers 

 Dartmouth to Hume 
No transfers have occurred in the first 5 months of the 2021–22 water year and it is highly unlikely 

that bulk transfers from Dartmouth to Hume will be required for the remainder of 2021–22. See 

‘Dartmouth and Hume Reservoirs’ for more details. 

 Transfers to Lake Victoria 
System transfers from Hume, Menindee, and the valley IVT accounts were not required between 

1 June and 31 October. As discussed earlier, spill from Hume Dam and tributary flows following wet 

conditions in winter and spring have delayed the need to transfer because of the spill at Lake Victoria 

and the likelihood that transfers would contribute to unregulated flow to South Australia. 

As of the end of October, unregulated flows were continuing and the BoM outlook for wetter than 

average conditions was persisting. Furthermore, Lake Victoria storage level remains high and is 

expected to remain so into summer. These factors mean that the likely commencement of transfers 

from upstream storages remains delayed and any actual transfer commencement will depend on the 

timing of an eventual shift to drier conditions and a return to regulated conditions in the coming 

months. In all scenarios presented in this updated Outlook, Lake Victoria storage remains high into 

summer and transfers to Lake Victoria are not likely to commence until 2022.  

In the wet scenarios, very limited transfers are required. However, in the direr scenarios, there is an 

increasing requirement for transfers to Lake Victoria to help meet system demands. With significant 

water available in the Menindee Lakes and high valley IVT available, the need to transfer large 

volumes from Hume Dam to support whole of system deliveries and Lake Victoria storage levels is 

greatly reduced. Transfers from Hume to Lake Victoria will be minimised this year and, depending on 

https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/F2010L02466a
http://www.mdba.gov.au/managing-water/water-markets-trade/barmah-choke-trade-restriction
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the observed demands, only relatively small volumes of transfers are likely in 2021–22. Likewise, the 

scenarios indicate little to no requirement for transfers around the Barmah Choke (via irrigation 

networks). The overall strategy is to minimise flow through the Barmah Choke, maximise water 

stored in Hume Dam and minimise overall evaporative loss from storages across the system.  

Transfers to Lake Victoria for the remainder of 2021–22 will be largely met by releases from 

Menindee Lakes and the delivery of valley IVTs. In the wet scenarios presented in this outlook, 

transfers from Menindee Lakes and delivery of IVTs are expected to be low. In the drier cases, 

reasonable transfers from Menindee Lakes and IVT deliveries are required to support Lake Victoria 

levels and system demands.  

The magnitude of flow rates from Hume, Menindee Lakes and IVT deliveries required across the 

remainder of the year will depend on actual demands, system losses and inflows downstream of 

Hume in the months ahead. More information on the approach for releases from Menindee Lakes is 

discussed in section ‘Approach to operating Menindee Lakes’.6.1 

3.11 South Australian operations 
South Australia (SA) has the full Entitlement of 1,850 GL this year. As such the full monthly 

Entitlement was delivered between 1 June to 31 October. Actual flow across the SA border was much 

greater than the Entitlement flow due to unregulated flow. Around 2,548 GL has passed the 

SA border between June and October 2021.  

Spill at Hume and significant inflows from tributaries downstream of Hume resulted in around 

1,400 GL of unregulated flow to South Australia from late July and unregulated flows are ongoing as 

of early November. Due to unregulated conditions, the 9.5 GL of SA storage right in Lake Victoria was 

delivered to SA in August 2021. Since August, releases for airspace management at Hume Dam have 

resulted in the delivery of 40 GL of SA storage right that was stored in Hume Dam.  

On 30 August the triggers for Additional Dilution Flow (ADF) were met and this increased SA 

Entitlement by an additional 3 GL/day, equating to an additional 186 GL to 31 October. However, 

ADF is currently being met by unregulated flow in the River Murray with no additional storage 

releases required. This is expected to continue into summer. Once regulated conditions return, ADF 

will be met with additional releases from Lake Victoria. The additional requirements in Lake Victoria 

will be met, in turn using transfers from the Menindee Lakes until such time as the Lakes fall below 

the ADF trigger levels. Under dry conditions presented in this document, ADF continues into February 

and March 2022. In the wetter cases, ADF may continue to be delivered throughout 2021–22 

Although the use of environmental entitlements has been limited due to unregulated flows, 272 GL 

of water for the environment has flowed to South Australia as a result of deliveries of return flows 

from upstream environmental watering actions between June and end October 2021. 

The combination of water for the environment and high unregulated flows have enabled: 

• High to moderate level inundation into Chowilla, Katarapko and Pike wetlands and floodplain 

complex 
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• Increased velocities through weir pools that provide improved hydrodynamic complexity for 

native fish (>30,000 ML/day) 

• Increased productivity and connectivity along the River Murray channel 

• Weir pool raisings at Locks 6, 5, 4 and 2  

• Lower Lakes level cycling action to assist with ecological outcome in the Coorong and the 

Murray Mouth, and flush higher salinity water through the lakes system 

• Increased winter-spring barrage releases to the Coorong to maintain estuarine habitat for 

fish and birds 

• Improved salinity conditions in the Coorong through optimised barrage discharge actions 

• Maintaining a connection between the Lower Lakes and Coorong to allow for fish movement, 

including migratory fish species 

The timing of flow to SA returning to regulated conditions is dependent on the magnitude and 

duration of spill from Hume Dam and the Menindee Lakes, as well as ongoing high tributary inflows 

downstream of Hume Dam. In the drier scenarios presented in this updated Outlook, high flows 

across the South Australian border recede back to regulated conditions in December 2021 or early 

2022. Under ‘very wet’ conditions, unregulated flows could continue across much of the remaining 

water year.  

Small volumes of environmental deliveries to South Australia from upstream releases, including from 

Hume Dam and the Goulburn and Menindee systems, will continue into November and early 

December. EWHs are planning to use environmental entitlements to slow the recession of 

unregulated flows across the SA border using a directed release from Lake Victoria.  

EWHs are also expected to order around 150 GL of water for delivery across the border during 

summer and autumn. These volumes will help extend barrages and fish way releases. They will also 

help to export additional salt from the Lower Lakes and provide more suitable localised salinity 

gradients for fish, delivering further environmental benefits. 

South Australia has advised that up to 50 GL of Entitlement may be deferred across February to April 

under drier scenarios, however, deferrals are unlikely if River Murray system conditions remain wet. 

No deliveries of SA storage right (currently only in Dartmouth Dam) are assumed over the remainder 

of the water year. The MDBA will adjust planning assumptions if this decision changes. 

Water level in the Lower Lakes increased in June and remained high into October 2021. With 

continuing unregulated flow in the River Murray upstream, a Lower Lakes level cycling action was 

initiated across August and September. This action was undertaken to help flush additional salt out 

of the Lakes, whilst high flows are continuing. Releases from the barrages have continued, boosted 

by unregulated flows and delivery of water for the environment. Barrage releases totalled around 

1,800 GL since the beginning of the water year, maintaining good connectivity between the River 

Murray, the Coorong estuary, and Southern Ocean, and support a productive environment for fish 

and birds in the Coorong lagoons. In the coming months, barrage releases will continue to be made 

when conditions allow to push fresh water into the Coorong. 
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4 Operating scenarios as at end 
October 2021 

The actual conditions that occur during the remainder of the 2021–22 water year will not follow a 

particular scenario, rather, provided the range of assumptions remain valid, they should lie within 

the envelope described by the scenarios in this Operating Outlook. The information provided in the 

graphs below therefore provides an indication of the potential range of river operations that may 

occur in the months ahead. 

The original scenarios were based on a range of assumptions and the best information available at 

the time they were developed. Many of these assumptions have proved to be appropriate thus far 

through the water year; however, some have also required adjustment due to new circumstances 

arising. Some of the key assumptions, assumptions changes and behaviour to date are shown in 

Table 5. 

Table 5: Key changes and updates to assumptions in the end October Operating Outlook. 

Assumption Original value(s) 
across the Extreme 
Dry to Very Wet 
Scenarios 

Updated value(s) 
across the Extreme 
Dry to Very Wet 
Scenarios 

Sharing rules at end May 2022 Tier 1 Tier 1 

NSW consumptive annual use 800 – 1,320 GL 1,080 – 1,430 GL  

Victorian consumptive annual use 1,000 – 1,330 GL 750 – 980 GL 

NSW consumptive use to date* – 379 GL 

Victorian consumptive use to date* – 286 GL 

NSW Held Environmental Water usage to date** – 75 GL 

Victorian Held Environmental Water releases to date** – 208 GL 

Environmental water delivered to SA*** 390 – 1,120 GL 480 – 680 GL 

Environmental water delivered to SA to date*** – 283 GL 

Conveyance upstream of SA 890 – 2,900 GL 1,300 – 2,200 GL 

Goulburn IVT delivery 110 – 270 GL 50 – 240 GL 

Murrumbidgee IVT delivery 0 - 265 GL 15 – 130 GL 

* Irrigation use to date is provisional data that will change following hydrographic review. 

** Includes Murray and tributary entitlement used upstream of SA and return flow to SA. Does not include BM EWA 

entitlement that does not have returns downstream of Barmah–Millewa Forest. 

*** Return flow from water released from Hume Reservoir (including environmental RMIF) and tributary storages. 
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Key changed assumptions include: 

• The pattern and volume of forecast diversions has been adjusted to reflect the higher water 

availability.  

• Snowy Hydro Limited (SHL) releases adjusted in all cases to reflect higher volumes and 

pattern of releases during wetter years. 

• Inflows from the Murrumbidgee River adjusted across all scenarios to trend from the 

expected higher inflows during November 2021 to historical inflow statistics.  

• Inflows into Menindee Lakes modified in all scenarios to reflect continuing wet conditions in 

the Northern Basin and expected inflow into Menindee Lakes in November and December, 

then trending to historical inflow statistics.  

• Volume and pattern of deferral of South Australian Entitlement has been adjusted in the 

‘near-average’ and drier cases. No SA entitlement deferrals under the wet scenarios.  

In these scenarios it is assumed that: 

• Dartmouth Dam to Hume Reservoir transfers are not required in 2021–22. 

• Little to no water delivered via irrigation channels and escapes that bypass the Choke on 

both the NSW and Victorian sides of the river. 

• Flow through the Choke and in the Edward-River (downstream of the off-take and 

downstream of Stevens Weir) below channel capacity in all scenarios due to availability of 

Menindee Lakes releases to meet demands below Wentworth.  

• Deliveries of IVT from valley accounts only commence once unregulated flows in the River 

Murray system cease.  

• Delivery of IVT from the Goulburn system as per the default monthly delivery volumes from 

the interim Operating Plan of the Victorian Government’s Goulburn to Murray Trade Review. 

• Continued Murray demand will drive further trade out of the Murrumbidgee valley once 

trade out of the Murrumbidgee IVT account resumes.  

• Releases from Lake Victoria will meet Additional Dilution Flow (ADF) across the South 

Australian border once unregulated flows in the River Murray cease. 

• Releases from Menindee Lakes will support Lake Victoria storage levels in line with the 

Harmony Operations of the Menindee Lakes and Lake Victoria.  

• At Lake Victoria, a storage volume of 350 GL is being targeted at the end of May 2022 in all 

scenarios. 

• Around 150 GL of environmental entitlement water is expected to be ordered at the South 

Australian border by EWH’s over summer and autumn.  

• Lake Victoria Operating Strategy (LVOS) required the active release of stored water in Lake 

Victoria between February and April under the ‘very wet’ scenario.  

• Delivery of Additional Dilution Flow (ADF) across the South Australian border continues into 

the summer months while Menindee Lakes remains above the 1,300 GL summer-autumn 

storage trigger. 
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5 Scenario Graphs 
This update contains a set of 2 figures for each structure/site. 

The first figure in each set presents the same information as the original Operating Outlook (based 

on end of May data and published in August) with an additional line showing how river flows (as 

monthly averages) and storage levels (at the end of each month) have tracked against the original 

outlooks. 

The second figure shows updated scenarios based on the end of October data and illustrates what 

the average daily river flow and storage levels may be under a range of conditions over the 

remainder of the 2021–22 water year.  

5.1 Dartmouth Dam 

 

Figure 7 Original Dartmouth Reservoir storage outlook 

Compared to the end of May Operating Outlook published in early August, Dartmouth’s actual 

storage volume has tracked close to the ‘wet’ scenario to the end of October (Figure 7). This reflects 

observed inflows tracking close to those assumed in the wet scenario during the year to date. 
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Figure 8 End October Dartmouth Reservoir storage outlook 

Under all scenarios, a significant volume of water will be stored in Dartmouth storage at the end of 

May 2022 (Figure 8). The difference in storage volume at the end of May reflects the volume of 

inflows assumed under each scenario. Although not assumed in any of the presented scenarios, 

there is the potential for harmony transfers to occur between Dartmouth and Hume Reservoirs 

during autumn. However, this would require a significant drawdown in Hume to occur, whilst 

Dartmouth increased to relatively high levels.  

 

Figure 9 Original Dartmouth Reservoir release outlook. 
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From June to the end of October, the release from Dartmouth targeted minimum flow requirements 

except when AGL released entitlement for power generation, as was assumed in the scenarios 

prepared for the end of May Operating Outlook (Figure 9). 

 

Figure 10 End October Dartmouth Reservoir release outlook 

Releases from Dartmouth for the remainder of 2021–22 target minimum flow requirements 

(including pulses to manage water quality) and AGL entitlement for power generation (Figure 10). 

Permissible minimum flow targets are increased when the Dartmouth Storage exceeds 70% capacity. 

This reflects the slightly higher volumes anticipated for the remainder of this year compared with last 

year. ‘Bulk’ transfers from Dartmouth to Hume Dam are not expected to be required under any of 

the scenarios, which reflects that Hume Dam was full at the end of October and is expected to 

remain relatively high across the remainder of the year under all scenarios. 
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5.2 Hume Reservoir  

 

Figure 11 Original Hume Reservoir storage outlook 

Compared to the end of May Operating Outlook, Hume storage volume has tracked along the wetter 

scenarios (Figure 11). At the end of October, Hume storage capacity was 97% and anticipated to 

remain high and spilling into November with an outlook for wet conditions to continue in the short to 

medium term. 

 

Figure 12 End October Hume Reservoir storage outlook 
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For the remainder of 2021–22, Hume storage is expected to remain relatively high across all 

scenarios prepared for this updated Outlook (Figure 12). As of early November, the storage continues 

to spill. The duration of spill will depend on the continuation of high inflows into summer and 

throughout autumn. In the moderate and drier cases, higher releases to meet peak demands over 

summer and early autumn draw the storage down to levels potentially near 50% capacity or below. 

In all scenarios, the storage at the end of May is expected to remain higher than in recent years. In 

the wetter cases, Hume storage remains relatively full.  

5.3 Doctors Point  

 

Figure 13 Original Hume Reservoir release outlook - flow at Doctors Point 

Releases from Hume have tracked closest to the ‘wet’ scenario, reflective of the early release of 

water for the environment and the significant storage spill through much of winter-spring (Figure 

13).  
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Figure 14 End October Hume Reservoir release outlook - flow at Doctors Point 

In all scenarios presenting in this updated Outlook, Hume releases are driven initially by the 

continuation of spill resulting from airspace management requirements or flood operations (Figure 

14). In the drier scenarios, spill transitions to releases to meet summer demands during December. In 

the wetter scenarios, spill may continue into summer 2022. Through summer and autumn, flows are 

expected at typical rates when the MDBA has access to releases from Menindee Lakes, which is a 

flow rate well below the channel capacity (25,000 ML/day) at Doctors Point. Releases are somewhat 

higher in the drier cases as there is less tributary water downstream of Hume Dam to assist in 

meeting consumptive demands.  
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5.4 Yarrawonga Weir  

 

Figure 15 Original Yarrawonga Weir release outlook 

Compared to the end of May Operating Outlook, the release from Yarrawonga Weir has been 

tracking around the ‘wet’ scenario (Figure 15). This has been driven by modest spills from Hume Dam 

and relatively high inflows from the tributaries downstream of the dam. During June and August, 

periods of water for the environment released from Hume Dam maintained environmental target 

levels downstream of Yarrawonga Weir for continued inundation of the Barmah–Millewa Forest.  

  

Figure 16 End October Yarrawonga Weir release outlook 
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For the remainder of 2021–22, Yarrawonga Weir releases will depend on the duration of spill from 

Hume Dam and tributary inflows downstream of the dam. In the drier cases, releases downstream of 

Yarrawonga Weir transition to the delivery of summer irrigation demands in December (Figure 16). In 

the wetter cases Yarrawonga Weir releases remain high into summer, as spill from Hume Dam 

continues. Environmental entitlement is planned to slow the recession to channel capacity 

(~9,000 ML/day) in December and then maintain a release at Yarrawonga Weir at 8,500 ML/day into 

January to support water bird breeding habitat in the Barmah–Millewa Forest.  

Into summer and autumn, releases will aim to meet consumptive demands and minimum flows along 

reaches upstream of Wentworth and will be managed in response to potential delivery shortfall risks. 

With Menindee Lakes available to help meet River Murray system demands, there is less 

requirement to meet total system demands from Hume this year. As such, releases are expected to 

remain below channel capacity in all scenarios.  

Towards the end of May, flows will recede as downstream demands decrease. Water for the 

environment may be used to elevate late autumn baseflows.  

5.5 Euston Weir 

 

Figure 17 Original Euston Weir flow outlook 

Compared to the end of May Operating Outlook, the average daily flow at Euston has tracked closest 

to the ‘near average’ scenario (Figure 17). The observed flows have been driven by the spill from 

Hume and downstream tributary inflows – notably the extended high inflows from the 

Murrumbidgee River. The relatively low inflow to date from the Goulburn River (compared with 

other tributaries) has meant flows at Euston have stayed below the original ‘wet’ scenario and have 

not approached 50,000 ML/day during the year to date. 
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Figure 18 End October Euston flow outlook (note the different vertical scale compared with previous figure) 

Note – scale has been adjusted between the original Outlook and end October outlook plots for average daily flow at Euston  

Average daily flows at Euston are expected to remain relatively high into December in most scenarios 

due to continued spill from Hume and a continuation of tributary inflows, particularly from the 

Murrumbdigee River (Figure 18). In all scenarios except the ‘very wet’ scenario, Euston flows remain 

near 5,000 ML/day over summer and autumn. With Menindee Lakes available to meet Murray 

system demands downstream of Wentworth, targetting this flow rate during the high demand period 

aims to maximise the conservation of water in Hume Dam whilst managing the risk of a delivery 

shortfall downstream of the Choke. See section 6.4.2 for more information on the risk of ‘Delivery 

shortfalls’ for the remainder of 2021–22. 
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5.6 Menindee Lakes 

 

Figure 19 Original Menindee Lakes storage outlook 

Compared to the end of May Operating Outlook, Menindee storage volume has tracked along the 

‘very wet’ scenario (Figure 19). The volume in storage increased significantly between July and 

September in response to persistent high inflows and the lakes remain surcharged at the end of 

October.  

 

Figure 20 End October Menindee Lakes storage outlook 
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Menindee Lakes storage will remain surcharged into December (Figure 20). However, whilst spilling, 

WaterNSW will manage airspace to return the lakes to FSL by 1 January as per the standard 

operating procedures. In the ‘wet’ and ‘very wet’ scenarios, Menindee Lakes storage is expected to 

remain high across the remaining water year as inflows continue. In the ‘moderate’ and drier cases, 

the storage is drawn down over summer and autumn by MDBA’s call on water to meet River Murray 

system demands.  

With high volumes in Menindee Lakes, ADF is currently triggered, adding 3 GL/day to SA Entitlement 

as set out in the the ‘Objectives and Outcomes for River Operations in the River Murray System’. The 

storage trigger between September and May is 1,300 GL in Menindee Lakes. In the ‘wet’ scenarios, 

Menindee Lakes remains above the ADF storage trigger throughout 2021–22. In the ‘near average’ 

and drier scenarios, ADF delivery continues until Menindee Lakes storage drops below the storage 

trigger between February and April 2022.  

By the end of May, Menindee Lakes storage is expected to remain well above 480 GL under all 

scenarios. This is the volume at which water in storage is no longer available to meet demands in the 

River Murray system. In the ‘dry’ and ‘extreme dry’ scenarios the Menindee Lakes would likely 

decrease to below 1,000 GL by the end of May 2022. However as of early November, continued 

rainfall across the northern Basin and the strong ‘La Nina’ outlook for continuing wetter than average 

conditions means high flows in the Barwon-Darling seem likely to continue. With significant flooding 

expanding across the northern Basin, it is now highly likely that the Menindee Lakes will remain at 

relatively high levels into autumn 2022 and beyond.  

 

Figure 21 Original Menindee Lakes release outlook 

During winter, releases from the Menindee Lakes remained at the normal minimum rate (Figure 21). 

Environmental entitlement was used to elevate winter baseflows and then in spring target high flows 

for Murray Cod breeding outcomes. From late September, due to the high storage level and 

continuing inflows, Menindee Lakes began spilling at rates similar to the previous environmental flow 

https://www.mdba.gov.au/publications/mdba-reports/objectives-outcomes-river-operations-river-murray-system
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rate. In October, a combination of spill and environmental entitlements maintained the target rate of 

2,500 ML/day for Murray Cod breeding habitat.  

 

Figure 22 End October Menindee Lakes release outlook 

While airspace management releases continue, WaterNSW have advised that releases during 

November will continue to target the 2,500 ML/day environmental flow target for Murray Cod 

breeding habitat. Under all scenarios presented in this updated Outlook, WaterNSW will make 

additional releases from Menindee Lakes in December to ensure the storage returns to below FSL by 

1 January. The peak, timing and duration of releases will depend on the actual inflow into Menindee 

Lakes from continued rainfall in November. In the wetter cases, spill may continue further into 2022.  

The MDBA will continue to revise forecasts and operational plans for the volume and timing of 

operational water to be released from Menindee Lakes to support all water users along the River 

Murray System once unregulated flows cease. Under the drier scenarios, the MDBA may call on 

water from Menindee Lakes to meet system demands, including ADF, as early as January 2022 

(Figure 22). ADF ends in March under dry conditions and the required release decreases in the drier 

scenarios, then in April, releases from Menindee aim to meet the end of May 350 GL storage target 

in Lake Victoria (required under the MDB Agreement).  

In the ‘moderate’ and ‘near average’ scenarios, releases from Menindee Lakes in January are only 

required to support the delivery of ADF, as Lake Victoria storage remains relatively high. Between 

February and April higher releases are required to meet ADF, system demands and support Lake 

Victoria storage levels. In May, low releases assist in meeting the end of season Lake Victoria storage 

target.  

In the 2 wetter scenarios, the MDBA does not need to call on water from Menindee Lakes as these 

scenarios assume that WaterNSW continue to make spill releases from Menindee to manage the 

storage levels across 2021–22.  
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Releases and storage operations at the Menindee Lakes are managed by NSW. Planning and 

implementation of any releases to meet MDBA flow requirements in the Murray will be managed 

under government agreed operating objectives, including the requirements of the  Murray–Darling 

Basin Agreement. 

The decision to release any water from Menindee Lakes to supply Murray system requirements will 

be undertaken in consultation with WLWG, WaterNSW and the lower Darling River community. 

5.7 Lake Victoria 

 

Figure 23 Original Lake Victoria storage outlook 

Compared to the end of May Operating Outlook published during August, Lake Victoria’s actual 

storage volume has tracked between scenarios (Figure 23). Lake Victoria followed a slower filling 

strategy than assumed in the previous Outlook, as actual flow in the River Murray was greater than 

the inlet capacity to the lake. The storage reached effective full in August and the continuation of 

unregulated flows resulted in the Lake Victoria storage being managed below FSL in line with the 

Lake Victoria Operating Strategy (LVOS). At the end of October, the storage remained below FSL with 

unregulated flows continuing into November.  
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Figure 24 End October Lake Victoria storage outlook 

Lake Victoria storage volume is assumed to remain high into summer in all scenarios with 

unregulated flows continuing in the River Murray and spill from the Menindee Lakes (Figure 24). As 

unregulated flows cease in the River Murray, environmental entitlements will be used to slow the 

recession of flows into South Australia by using up to 60 GL from Lake Victoria. Hence, the lake 

remains below FSL in all scenarios presented in this updated Outlook.  

In the ‘near average’ and drier scenarios, the volume stored in Lake Victoria falls below 300 GL by the 

end of March 2022. In the ‘wet’ scenario, Lake Victoria storage falls away across late summer and 

early autumn but remains at higher levels across the year as spill continues from Menindee Lakes 

and less volume is required from Lake Victoria to support flow to South Australia.  

In the ‘very wet’ scenario, unregulated system flows continue at high rates for the remainder of 

2021–22. In this scenario, Lake Victoria is operated to the drawdown target levels under the LVOS 

during February to April 2022, then maintained at the end of season storage target.  

The end of May Lake Victoria storage target of 350 GL will be met under all scenarios.  
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5.8 South Australia 

 

Figure 25 Original flow to South Australia outlook 

Compared to the end of May Operating Outlook published during July, the flow to South Australia 

has mostly tracked around the ‘moderate’ scenario with ongoing unregulated flows (Figure 25). 

 

Figure 26:End October flow to South Australia outlook (note the different vertical scale compared with previous figure)  

Note: actual flows from December onwards will be further affected by any additional environmental deliveries and water 

trade  
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Flow to South Australia is expected to remain above Entitlement for the remainder of 2021–22 

(Figure 26), boosted by unregulated flow, delivery of environmental entitlements from upstream 

releases, and up to 150 GL of water ordered at the South Australian border for delivery during 

summer and autumn. Under the ‘near average’ and drier cases, up to 50 GL of SA Entitlement may be 

deferred between February and April 2022 depending on a range of operational factors.  

6 Operational challenges for the 
remainder of 2021–22 

River Murray system conditions, including the lower Darling and Menindee Lakes, have tracked along 

a relatively wet scenario so far in 2021. Increased streamflow has filled most storages, improving 

water availability, and provided environmentally beneficial flows throughout the system. The high 

flows to date, and the continuation of unregulated system flows into early November, have helped to 

reduce many of the operating risks identified in the Annual Operating Outlook published in early 

August. Despite this, similar challenges are still present for the remainder of 2021–22 and an 

updated assessment of their relative significance and management approach is described in the 

section below.  

6.1 Flooding in the River Murray system 
So far in 2021, significant flooding along the River Murray downstream of storages has not occurred. 

Careful management of storage airspace across winter-spring and during several minor to moderate 

flood inflow events upstream of Hume Dam has also resulted in the provision of significant flood 

peak mitigation for communities downstream. However, with relatively wet catchments across much 

of the Basin, and many storages at or near full, the risk of flooding along the River Murray both 

upstream and downstream of Hume Dam remains. This potential is most significant in the ‘moderate’ 

and wetter scenarios presented in this updated Outlook.  

Dartmouth Dam remains very unlikely to fill and spill under the updated scenarios for the remainder 

of 2021–22. However, the storage continues to rise under most scenarios and ends the water year 

close to full in the wetter scenarios. Hume storage has spilled periodically since August and continues 

to spill into early November. While Hume storage remains high, airspace releases will continue to 

manage the storage level and mitigate downstream flooding, while ensuring the storage will reach 

effective full supply (99% capacity) even if rainfall ceases and inflows recede. In the ‘near-average’ 

and wetter scenarios the need to manage airspace at Hume continues into summer. In the ‘very wet’ 

scenario, Hume storage remains high throughout 2021–22 and airspace management releases 

and/or flood operations may be required year-round in what would be an unusually protracted 

period of very wet conditions along the system. 

Downstream of Hume, high tributary inflows from the Ovens and Kiewa rivers, potentially on top of 

Hume spills, are expected to contribute to flood operations occurring at Yarrawonga Weir in the 

‘wet’ and ‘very wet’ scenarios. The continuation of high tributary inflows from the Murrumbidgee 

River is expected to increase river levels and flow rates along the mid-lower Murray into summer.  
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The Menindee Lakes storage filled due to significant inflows to the storage across 2021 and is 

currently surcharged. WaterNSW has managed spill from the lakes via the lower Darling River and 

the Great Darling Anabranch at low rates. In December, WaterNSW are likely to manage a larger spill 

from the Menindee Lakes to bring the storage back to FSL by 1 January 2022, as indicated under all 

scenarios presented in this updated Outlook. Any actual flood operations at the Menindee Lakes will 

also be managed by WaterNSW. The magnitude and duration of spill at Menindee Lakes is 

dependent on the volume and peak rate of inflows to the storage across summer-autumn. In the 

‘wet’ and ‘very wet’ scenarios, WaterNSW is expected to continue to make releases for airspace 

management for the remainder of 2021–22. In the ‘very wet’ scenario, flood operations are 

expected.  

Additional high releases from the Menindee Lakes would potentially contribute to persistent high 

flows along the River Murray downstream of Wentworth and into South Australia, particularly if 

storage spills and high tributary inflows were occurring along the Murray at the same time. However, 

unless conditions trended even wetter than the ‘very wet’ scenario, any significant riverine flooding 

during 2021–22 at locations along the lower River Murray in South Australia currently remains 

unlikely. 

More information on flooding in the  Murray–Darling Basin, including overviews of the approach to 

flood operations at Hume Dam and Dartmouth Dam is provided on the MDBA website. Further 

information on how floods are managing was provided in the Annual Operating Outlook published in 

August 2021.  

In addition to impacts from flood inundation, floods along the Murray can also result in water quality 

issues. These issues are discussed in section 6.3, ‘Blackwater’ risks. 

6.2 Approach to operating Menindee Lakes  
The MDBA has not needed to call on releases from the Menindee Lakes storage during 2021 so far as 

the River Murray has remained unregulated. The MDBA does not anticipate calling on releases from 

the Menindee Lakes to meet River Murray system demands until at least January 2022. In the ‘near 

average’ and drier scenarios, significant transfers may be required during 2022. However, with high 

inflows to Menindee Lakes now expected well into summer, it appears unlikely that transfers from 

the lakes would draw the storage down to levels below 1,000 GL. In the ‘wet’ and ‘very wet’ 

scenarios, spill from Menindee Lakes is expected to exceed any downstream demand for water in the 

Murray, and significantly reduce the need for transfers to occur as the year progresses.  

As described in the Annual Operating Outlook published in August 2021, the MDBA is required to call 

water from Menindee Lakes when the storage contributes to the shared River Murray water 

resource (above 480 GL total storage). This obligation is defined in the  Murray–Darling Basin 

Agreement (the Agreement) of the Water Act 2007, and the ‘Objectives and Outcomes for River 

Operations in the River Murray System’ (O&O). The O&O defines the operating rules, as agreed by 

the state governments, for how the MDBA operates River Murray System. 

The rules defining how the MDBA requests releases from the Menindee Lakes are outlined in the 

O&O. Specifically, the following General Objectives and Outcomes apply: 

https://www.mdba.gov.au/issues-facing-basin/flooding-murray-darling-basin
https://www.mdba.gov.au/water-management/infrastructure/hume-dam/managing-floods
https://www.mdba.gov.au/water-management/infrastructure/dartmouth-dam/managing-floods
https://www.mdba.gov.au/issues-facing-basin/flooding-murray-darling-basin
https://www.mdba.gov.au/publications/mdba-reports/objectives-outcomes-river-operations-river-murray-system
https://www.mdba.gov.au/publications/mdba-reports/objectives-outcomes-river-operations-river-murray-system
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• Water storage and delivery and accounting 

o Operate the River Murray System efficiently and effectively in order to delivery 

deliver State water entitlements O&O 4(2ai)). 

o Maximise water available to Southern Basin States O&O 4(2aii)). 

• People and communities 

o To contribute to, and have regard for the economic, social, environmental, and 

cultural activities and values of people using the River Murray System O&O 4(4ii) 

• Environment (O&O 4(5)). 

o Risk of significant adverse environmental events reduced O&O 4(5iv) 

The Objectives and Outcomes relating to Menindee Lakes require consideration of trade-offs 

between operating the River Murray system efficiently to maximise water availability for Murray 

entitlements with preserving water in Menindee Lakes to underpin lower Darling flows and manage 

environmental risks.  

The MDBA will operate the Menindee Lakes system during 2021–22 in accordance with the 

Objectives and Outcomes. This will include: 

• Maximise River Murray system efficiency, by minimising evaporative losses, efficient delivery 

to meet the River Murray system demands. This is achieved by preferencing Menindee Lake 

releases over releases from Hume Dam as outlined in the Agreement and O&O document. 

• Ordering water in a way that balances community, environmental and maximises water 

availability 

• Maximise the use of water from Lake Menindee and Cawndilla so that as much water as 

possible is held in the upper 2 Lakes (Wetherall and Panamaroo) 

The MDBA will continuously revise forecasts and operational plans to determine the volume, timing 

and location of water released from Menindee Lakes to support the Murray system. This process will 

be on-going and undertaken in consultation with the WLWG.  

6.3 Water quality risks 
So far in 2021, no significant water quality issues have occurred despite high River Murray flows 

delivering water to much of lower floodplain areas and wetland complexes. This is likely due to the 

high flows occurring relatively early in the water year whilst temperatures have remained fairly cool. 

Further high flows during the coming warmer months have the potential to cause water quality 

issues, such as hypoxic blackwater which has the potential to occur when water remains on 

floodplains while temperatures are high.  

 Blue green algae 
Blue-green algae (BGA) occur naturally in rivers and lakes of the Basin. When the conditions are right, 

BGA multiply quickly and form ‘algal blooms’ that decrease water quality and effect impacts on 

human health, industries and the environment.  

Factors that increase the risk of BGA are significantly lower this year, yet there is always a chance of 

BGA blooms occurring if sustained warm and dry conditions return. Overall, there is a low likelihood 
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of BGA and other algae to bloom Murry River System and the Darling River, compared with recent 

years.  

If a BGA bloom were to occur, there is limited river operations options available to manage the 

bloom. Environmental water holders can help by releasing additional or new water. However, there 

is not always enough water available to reduce algal blooms and even when water is available, 

flushing the blooms may not reduce them. Further details on BGA and how it can be managed are 

available from the MDBA website. 

 Blackwater 
Water quality issues, like high turbidity, blackwater and low dissolved oxygen (DO) levels, can arise 

from flooding due to runoff and the inundation of areas of floodplains that may not have received 

water for a long period (depending on the size of the flood).  

No notable water quality issues have resulted from the high flows in the River Murray and 

Murrumbidgee River so far in 2021. However, with high flows expected to continue into the warmer 

months there is a potential for a blackwater event to develop. Blackwater has very low DO levels due 

to overbank flows mobilising carbon on the floodplain that can impact the quality of water and can 

cause significant stress, and possible death to fish and other animals in the river.  

Like BGA blooms, once a blackwater event has occurred it can be difficult to prevent the immediate 

effects. During severe blackwater events, resulting from moderate-large floods, better quality water 

can be released from storages to flush localised areas with oxygen-rich water, helping aquatic life to 

survive by providing ‘refuge’ habitat. Environmental water holders can also help mitigate blackwater 

by providing additional flows. Environmental entitlements are currently being utillised in the Edward 

River via irrigation escape networks to provide refuge habitat as lower DO water returns to the river 

from the Barmah–Millewa and Werai floodplains. Further details about blackwater and low dissolved 

oxygen events and what can be done to manage them are accessible from the MDBA website. 

 Anoxic conditions in Lake Hume 
During the 2019–20 bushfires, approximately 32% of the Lake Hume catchment was severely burnt 

making it highly susceptible to increased mobilisation of sediment, ash, nutrients, and other 

contaminants into the lake following rainfall events. This material also contained large amounts of 

Dissolved Organic Carbon, iron, and manganese. 

With seasonally warmer temperatures, this material can trigger biological and chemical processes 

within Lake Hume that can develop a significant layer of water with little or very low dissolved 

oxygen. During the warmer months, Lake Hume typically becomes layered (thermally stratified) with 

little or no DO water occurring at a depth of approximately 20 metres, which is around the same 

level as the Hume Dam release offtakes. This can result in water being released with low DO levels 

into the River Murray immediately downstream of Hume Dam with impacts on fish and triggering the 

need for additional treatment for town water supplies downstream. 

If low DO water is detected by downstream monitoring equipment, oxygen can be reintroduced to 

the Hume release by lowering the release from the hydroelectric power station outlets and 

https://www.mdba.gov.au/issues-murray-darling-basin/blue-green-algae
https://www.mdba.gov.au/issues-murray-darling-basin/blackwater
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increasing the release through the storage valves. Dam valves release water in relatively high-

pressure and high velocity, incorporating oxygen into the water. 

6.4 Shortfall Risk 
If demands in the mid and lower Murray system are higher than the capacity available to deliver this 

water, then a ‘shortfall’ could arise. That is, demands may become greater than the volume of water 

available in the river and water users’ access to water may be reduced.  

In operating the River Murray system, MDBA assesses capacity ‘shortfall’ risks and, when required, 

mitigates the risks by implementing appropriate actions to increase the chances that demands will be 

supplied.  

The MDBA continues to work with the partner governments to better understand system capacity 

risks and the factors driving change. From this work, the MDBA and partner governments will 

develop and assess appropriate management responses whenever shortfall risks emerge.  

The MDBA will report on emerging system and delivery shortfall risks in 2021–22 via the River 

Murray weekly reports. See the MDBA website for more information on shortfall management. 

 System shortfalls 
A ‘system shortfall’ occurs when the combined capacity of the system is unable to supply all 

downstream requirements over the full season. The updated Operating Outlook identifies there is a 

very low risk of a system wide shortfall for the remainder of 2021–22. This is due primarily to the 

significant stored water in the Menindee Lakes and the high Lake Victoria storage level heading into 

summer available to meet the lower system demands.  

 Delivery shortfalls 
A ‘delivery shortfall’ occurs when actual water use is higher than it was forecast to be when river 

water was released from storages, weeks earlier, to meet the forecast needs for irrigation and 

environmental water. 

As described in the AOO published in August, with Menindee Lakes available to help meet River 

Murray system demands, there is an elevated risk of delivery shortfalls occurring in the River Murray 

system upstream of the Darling River junction across summer. This is because less water is required 

to be released from Hume and flows in the River Murray may be lower upstream of the Darling 

junction. As a result, there could, at times, be less ‘buffer’ against short spikes in high demand, 

particularly along reaches from downstream of the ‘Choke’ to Mildura. Likewise, while inflows from 

the Murrumbidgee River continue at higher rates, which is currently anticipated to continue into 

summer, operational releases from Hume and Goulburn IVTs will focus on meeting demands 

upstream of the Murrumbidgee Junction.  

As described earlier in the document, as higher mid-River Murray flows recede a flow of 

5,000 ML/day at Euston will be targeted over summer and autumn peak demand period. With 

Menindee Lakes available to meet Murray system demands downstream of Wentworth, targetting 

https://www.mdba.gov.au/water-management/regular-reports-murray-data-storages/weekly-reports
https://www.mdba.gov.au/water-management/regular-reports-murray-data-storages/weekly-reports
https://www.mdba.gov.au/water-management/river-operations/water-demand-shortfalls
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this flow rate during the high demand period aims to maximise the conservation of water in Hume 

Dam whilst managing the risk of a delivery shortfall downstream of the Choke. The MDBA will work 

closely with WLWG throughout the peak demand period to monitor forecast heatwaves and 

demands to balance resource efficiency and delivery to entitlement holders.  

During the peak demand period of summer and early autumn, the MDBA reports on the current risk 

of a delivery shortfall in the River Murray Weekly Report. More information regarding planning for 

and managing delivery shortfalls is available at the MDBA website. 

https://www.mdba.gov.au/water-management/regular-reports-murray-data-storages/weekly-reports
https://www.mdba.gov.au/water-management/river-operations/water-demand-shortfalls
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